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entree erases rarest Tee. 
JOHN W. PHILLIPS, OF SILVER GITY, NEVADA. 

. CEHTXZFUGAL SEE’ARATQB. 

No. 873,593. ' Speci?cation of Letters l’atent. . Patented has. 10,190”. 
Application ?led Enroll 28. 1906. Serial lilo. 308557. 

To aZZ whom it may concern: I 
Be it known that 1, JOHN W. PrIrLLrr-s, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Sil 
.ver City, in the county of Lyon, State of 
Nevada, have invented certain new and 
useful "Improvements in CentrifugaLSepa 
rators; and I do hereby declare the follow 
ing to be a full, clear, and exact description 
of the invention, such as will enaliie others 
skilled in the art to which it appertains to 
make and use the same. 

This invention relates to centrifugal sepa— 
raters and more particularly to that class of 
separators which are utilized to separate 
ores from liquids. 
The primary object of the invention is to 

_ provide a separator which will efliciently 
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' same. 
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perform its function in completely separat 
ing the-ore and liquid introduced therein. 
‘The invention includes among other fea 

tures novel means for removing the liquid 
and ores from the machine during the proc 
css of separation. ' ' 

The device is of such construction that. 
the mixture will not he directed against the 
walls of the separator until it has entirely 

‘ entered the same, the means for so directing 
the liquid being a rotary disk which is located 
adjacent the middle of the device. 
As a further novel feature, the-invention 

includes means for removing an)r separated 
ore which may collect in the bottom of the 
se arator. ‘ 

~ 11 tlie'accompanying drawings, Figure 1' 
- is a view‘ in elevation of the, separator. Fig. 
2 is a vertical sectional view through the 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the same. 
Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view on the 
line ~i——~:i of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a vertical sec 
tional View, through the lower end of they 
casing of the separator, showing a slightly 
modified form of theinvcntion, and, Fig. 6 
is a detail perspective view, of the scraper. 

Referring more specifically to the draw 
ings, the numeral 10 denotes the upper por 

-. tion of thc'frai'ne in which my separator is 
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mounted. A shaft 11 has a hearing in ‘the 
frame 10 and upon. the said shaft,-al>ovc the 
l'rainlc, is secured a pulley 12 around which 
is engaged a bolt 13 from a drive shaft (not 
Shown)_l):\'_l1l0i1HS_0f which the shaft 11 is 
rotated. To prevent upward movement of 
the shaft 11 in its bearing in the frame 10, 
a collar 13‘ is secured upon the shaft by 

means of a set screw 14. and bears against, 
the under side of the frame 10. 
The separator includes a casing com~- 

posed of major and minor frusto-ccnical 
sections 15 and 16 respectively, each‘ oi 
which is provided at its base with an annu 
lar ‘flange 17 by means‘ of which the ens 
are united. 
its upper end with an inwardl}v~ directed an~ 
nular ?ange 18 .to the under side of which 
is‘ secured__.the upturned ends of arms 19 

‘ which radiate from a collar 20 secured to the 
. shart 11;. in any suitable manner._ These 
arms 19 support the casing as will be ‘readily 
understood and cause rotation of the said 
casing with the shaft 11. Formed in the 
upper end of the minor section 16 at its 
junction with the flange 18 is anannular 
series of openings 21 which constitute an 
outlet for the liquid separated from the 
mixture introduced into the separator as 
will be hereinafter ‘fully explained. Secured 
in any desired manner to the under side of 
the frame 10, is an annular trough 22 which. 
has its inner. side flying close to the sideof 
the minor section 16 below the openings 21 
and its outer side 23 extending with its up 
per edge above the plane occupied hy-rthe 
series of openings. ~Leading from the sin- 
nular trough is a spout ‘.Zé with'which is 
connected a pipe 25 through which. the 
Waste liquid is discharged. in order that 
the waste liquid as it is discharged through 
the openings 21 may be directed into the 
trough 22, I provide an annular deflector 
plate 26 which is secured at its inner edge 
to the flange 18 and which has its'outer edge 
directed downwardly, as at 27, into the 
trough 22 and in the direction of‘ the outer 
side 2‘5 of the'same. ' ' > 

It will, oi‘ course, be understood that the 
raw material to be separated is introduced 
into the separator from thetop‘and in order 

of therasing adjacent its upper end, an an 
nular shield 28 is provided, the said shield 

edge of the annular iangc 18 and depends 
therefrom, and has its wall tapered upwardlyv 
fora purpose to he hereinafter set forth. ' 
The under face of the collar 20 is recessed 

annularly as at ‘.27’, to receive the upper end 

The seetionlG is provided at ' 
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‘to prevent the same from reaching the sides . 
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of a sloeve-shaftglSi, which is disposed upon ' 
the shaft- 11,-arid has. its lower end resting 

100 5 
being secured at its 11 per end to the inner > - 
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upon a collar 29 which is secured by means of 
a set screw 30 to the said shaft 11. Secured 
upon the sleeve-shaft 28’ adjacent its lowerv 
end is a pulley 31 by means of which the 
sleeve shaft may be rotated independently 
of the shaft 11. ' 4 ' 

Extending radially from the sleeve-shaft 
28'_ are wings 32 which are provided at their 

I I upper and outer edges with upwardly direct- " 
10 ed extensions 33 to the outer edges of which. 

and the said wings proper are secured s i 
rally disposed blades 34 which contact with 
the inner face of the major section. The ex 
tended portions 33 terminate in a plane 

In above the junction ,of the vtwo sections and 
the up er ends of the blades 34 are tapered 
to con orm to the taper of the wall of the mi 
nor section 16 to prevent lodging of ore in 
angle formed by the connection of the two 

20 sections. Each of the wings 32 is provided 
vwith an opening 35 to allow free circulation 
of the liquid during the process of separation. 
Secured to-the shaft 28’ and the upper edges 
.of the wings 32 in a plane below'that occupied . 

. 25 bpthe lower edge of the shield, is a circular‘ 
p a te 36 upon which the raw material, is 
thrown, by means of the said annular shield 
28. From this plate the material is thrown 
by centrifugal force upon the sides of the cas 
mg and is acted upon by the spirally arranged 
blades 34, which force the waste liquid up-_ 
wardly and through the openings 21 and al 
low the heav particles of ore to descend. 
The taper of t e minor section 16 is such that 
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v35 should any particles of ore be .carried by the 
I liquid against the inner face of this section, 
the said particles will by reason of their 

I gravity and the centrifugal force exerted, 
drain back to be acted upon by the blades 34. 

40 In the'preferred form of my invention, the 
wings 32 and blades 34 terminate short of the 
lower end of the maj or section 15 and this said 
end 1s provided witn an inwardly directed an: 
nular ange 37 upon which the particles of ore 
are designed to lodge. ‘ Secured to the sleeve 
28’ is a scraper 38 which is formed of sheet 
metal and has its blade ortion bent longitudi 
nally at right angles to orm a portion 39 which 

' lies vertically with res 
50 and a portion 40 whichlies parallel to the said 

?ange. I The portion 39 is notched as at 41, 
I to receive the ?ange 37 with‘ the lug 42, 
formed by notchin the’ said plate, ying 
against the under si e of the ?ange 37 to pre 

55 ,-vent vertical movement of the scraper. The 
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ortion of the blade located above the notch. 
1s ada ted to scrape the surface of the ?ange 
37 an the portion 38 of the scraper revents 
the ore from running over the said b ade por 
tion 39. 
curved in'a direction opposite to the direc 

~ tion of rotation of the casing ,of the separator 
- in order to ‘direct the accumulated ore from 

60 

the ?ange 37 into a suit-able receptacle (not, 
65 ' shown) .. 1 

I trough. 

ect to the ?ange 37 - 

The scraper‘ has its outer end. 
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In the form shown in Fig. 5, the spiral 
blades extend to the extreme lower end of 
the major section 15 and deposit the Isepa- I 
rated ore directly into a suitable receptacle, 
the ?ange 37 in this'case being omitted. _ 70 

I In practice, the pulleys 12 and 31 are of 
‘such size that shaft 11 and sleeve shaft 28' 
will be rotated at different speeds, the shaft 
'28’ more rapidly than the shaft 1 1. . 
What is claimed is: . ‘ 75 
1. A centrifugal separator comprising a ro 

tatable shaft, a casing'carried‘by the shaft for 
rotation therewith, said casing being com 
posed ‘of a pair of frusto conical section's‘ se 
cured base to‘ base, a sleeve shaft mounted 80 
for rotation upon the ?rst named shaft, - ' - 
blades radiating'from the sleeve shaft and 
having their upper edges cut away, a plate 
carried by the's'leeve shaft and seated in the ' 
cut away portions of the blades, the blades .85 
including upwardly directed extensions’ . 
which have their ends terminated above the ' ' 
plane of connection of the frusto conical 
sections of ‘the casing,'the lower frusto coni- - I 
ical‘section of the casing having an inwardly 90 
directed ?ange formed integral therewith at 
its lower end, a scraper secured to the, sleeve 
shaft for rotation therewith and adapted to 
scrape material from thfe'l'l‘ange, an'annular 
trough supported in position to surround the 95 
upper end of the upper frusto conical sec 
tion of the casing, the said section of the cas- l, - 
ing being provided‘ adjacent its upper‘ end 
with o enings through which material may _ 
be disdharged, and a pipe leading from the 100 

2; A centrifugal separator ‘comprising’ a m ' 
tatable shaft, a~ casing carriedby the_, shaft for _ 
rotation therewith, said 'casing being . com 
posed of a pair of frusto conical sections se- J05 ' 
cured base to base, a sleeve shaft mounted- ~ 
‘for rotation upon the ?rst .named- shaft, 
blades radiating from the sleeve shaft and 
havin .their up er edges cut away, aI-plate 
carried. by the s eeve shaft and seated in the 110 
cut away portions ofthe blades, the blades 
including u wardly ' directed extensions 
which have their ends terminated above the 
plane of ' connection of the frusto comcal 
sections of the casing, the lower frusto con- 115 
ical section of the casin having an inwardlyI 
directed .?ange formed integral therewith at 
its lower enil}.-a sci'apersecured to the sleeve 
shaft for rotation therewith and adapted‘ to 
scrape material from the ?ange, an annular 120' ' 
trou h su ported in position to surround‘ the 
upper en of vthe upper frusto" conical. sec 
tion' of the casin , the said section of-the cas 
ing being provi ed adjacent its upper end - 
with 0 enin throu h which‘material may 1125, 
be discharged? a pipe Teading from the trough, 
and-means supported upon the -top of the up 
per frusto comcal section of the casing for‘ I 
directing such'material into the ‘trough. 3,. 

3. A centrifugal separator comprising a 20-. 130 ‘ 

a 
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ta table shaft, a casing carried by the shaft for 
rotation therewith, said casing being com 
posed er a pair of frusto conical sections se 
cured base to base, a sleeve shaft mounted 
for rotation» upon ‘the ?rst named shaft, 

I blades radiatinv from the sleeve shaft and b I, 

having their upper elves cut away, a plate 
carried by the sleeve snaftandscated in the 
cut away portipns of the blades, the blades 
including upwardly directed extensions 

' which have their ends terminated above the 
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plane of connection of the {Taste conical 
sectioi s of the casing, the lower iristo con 
ical sex tion of the casing having an ‘.nwaruly 
directe l .ilange formed integral therewith at 
its l()W( r end, a scraper secured to the sleeve _ 
shaft f( r rotation therewith and adapted to 
scrape material ‘from the ?ange, an annular 
trough supported in position to surround the 
upper ercl of the upper frusto conical sec 
tion of tl e casing, the said section of the eas 
ing being ‘provided adjacent its upper end 
with operings through ‘which material may 
be discharged, apipe leading from the trough, “ 
and ‘an annular deflector ?ange supported 
upon the upper end of the upper frusto con— 
ical section of the casing for directing such 
material into the trough. 

4:. A device of the class described compris 
ing a rotatable shaft, a casing carried by the 
shaft for rotation therewith, a sleeve shaft 
mounted for rotation upon said first named 
shaft, a plate carried by the sleeve shaft, ap~ 

,crt’iired wings r21 dieting from said sleeved 
35 
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shaft, and blades connected with said wings.~ 
-‘ 5. A centrifugal separator comprising a ro 
tatable shaft, a casing carried by the shaft 
for rotation therewith, said casing being com 
posed of a pair of frusto conical sections sc 
oured base to base, a sleeve shaft mounted 
for rotation upon the first named shaft, 
blades radiating from the sleeve shaft and 
having their upper edges cut away, a plate 

. carried by the sleeve shaft and seated in the 
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cut away portions of the blades, the blades 
including - upwardly directed extensions 
which'have their ends terminated above the 
plane of connection of the fruslo conical 
sections of the casing, spirally directed blades 
arranged upon the inner wall of the casing 
and contacting at their edges with the outer 
‘edges of the bladesand their upwardly di 
rected extensions, the lower frusto conical 
section of the casing having anfiuvardly di 
rected flange formed integral therewith at 
its lower end, a scraper secured to the sleeve 
shaft for rotation therewith and adapted to 
scrape material from the flange, and means 
surrounding the upper frusto conical sec 
Lion of the casing at the upper end thereof 
for collecting material discharged therefrom. 

6. A centrifugal separator comprising a 
rotatable shaft, a c sing carried by the shaft 
for rotation tlisrcw , , said casing being com 
posed of a pair of l‘rusto conical sections so 

-rotatal)le shaft, a casing carried by; 

El 

cured base to base, a sleeve shaft mouhted 
for rotation upon the ?rst named shaft, 
‘blades ‘radiating from the‘ sleeve shaft and 
having their upper edges cut away, a plate. 
carried by the-sleeve shaft and seated in 
the out awav, portions oi‘ the blades, the 
blades including upwardly directed exten—~. 
sions which havetheirends terminated above 
the plane of connection of the frusto conical 
sections of the casing, spirally extended 
blades arranged upon the inner 'wall‘of the 
lower frusto conical section of the’ casiug,,_ 
said blades having their upper end portions 
extended above the. base of the said section 
and gradually tapered, whereby they ‘extend 
along the inner wall of the upper frusto con 
ical section of the ‘casing, the inner edge: of 
the blades being in contact‘ with the outer 
edges of the radial .blades upon ‘the sleeve 
shaft and the upwardly directed extensions 
thereof, the lower frusto conical section of 
the ‘casing having an inwardly directed 
?ange formed integral therewith at its lower 
end, a scraper secured to the sleeve shaft for 
rotation therewith ‘and adapted to scrape 
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90 
material frornthe?ange, and means sur- . 
rounding the upper frusto conical section 
of the casing at the upper end thereof for col 

' looting materi l discharged therefrom. 
7. A centri ugal separator comprising a 

the shaft 
for rotation therewith, said casing eing corn- - 
posed of a pair of frusto conical sections se~ 
cured base to base, a sleeve shaft mounted 
for rotation upon the ?rst named shaft, 
blades radiating from the sleeve shaft'and 
havingtheir upper edges cut away, a plate 
carried by the sleeve shaft and seated in the 
cut away portions of the blades, ‘means for 
directing material discharged into the casing 
‘upon the plate whereby such material Will be 
prevented from contacting with the inner 
walls of the casing before reaching said plate, 
the blades including upwardly irected eX— 
tensions which have thcir‘ends terminated 
above the plane of connection of the frusto 
conical sections of the casing, the lower 
irusto conical scction of the casing having an 
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inwardly directed flange formed integral >. 
therewith at its lower end,_-a scraper secured ‘ 
to the. sleeve shaft for rotation therewith and 

1 15 

adapted to scrape material from the ?ange, ' 
and moans surrounding the upper frusto 
pouical section of the casing at the upper end 
thereof for collecting material discharged 
thcrcl'rom. ’ 

S. A centrifugal separator comprising a 
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rotatable shaft, a casing carried by the shaft ' 
for rotation therewith, said casing being com 
posed of a pair of irusto conical sections se= 
cured base to base,'a sleeve shaft mounted 
for rotation upon the. ?rst named shaft, 
blades radiating from. the sleeve shaft and 
having their upper edges cut away, a plate" 
carried by the sleeve shaft and seated in the 

125 
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cut away portions of the blades, a hood sup 
ported from the upper end“ of the upper 

. frusto conical section of thecasing and having 

10 

its lower end concentrically located above 
the plate and adjacent thereto, the blades 
including upwardly directed extensionswhich 
have their ends terminated above the 
plane of" connection of the frusto conical ' 
sections of the casing, the lower frusto con 
ical section of the caslng having an inwardly 

' directed ?angeformed integral therewith at 
its lower end, ‘a scraper secured to the sleeve 

873,598 

shaft for rotation therewith and adapted to 
scrape material from the ?ange, and means 
surrounding theupper frusto conical section 15 
of the casing at the‘ ‘upper end thereof for col 
lecting material discharged therefrom. 

In testimony whereof, .I a?ix my signature, 
in presence of two witnesses. . 

JOHN W. PHILLIPS. 

Witnesses: 
7M. DEVN‘EY, 
E. B. HARRIS. 


